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Previous work [1] demonstrated that pulse-by-pulse adaptive digital filtering improves the precision of 

X-ray quantitative analysis for a given sample electron dose, with no loss of accuracy compared to 

conventional pulse processing. The improvement stems from better energy resolution compared to short 

fixed digital filtering for the same throughput. The gain in precision is greatest for small peaks below 

about 5 keV near to or overlapping with larger peaks, such as Al in NIST K412 glass, which has 

favorable implications for analysis at low accelerating voltages. 

 

That work used only a small set of digital filters for ease of generating standards. The time intervals 

between X-ray arrivals are randomly unequal. Asymmetric processing, as described by Koeman [2], 

reduces the noise component of resolution by allowing different integration times before and after an X-

ray arrives. It promises further gains in analytical precision, but it also requires more sophisticated peak 

shape modeling to derive appropriate fitting spectra from standards. 

 

Table 1 shows the resolution gained by asymmetrical filtering. The matrix diagonal is conventional 

symmetric filtering (shaded). Entries in bold are the filters used for last year’s results. The axes are 

leading and trailing integration times in nS. Entries are Al-K resolution in an Al2O3 sample at 7 nA, 319 

kcps input rate, 196 kcps throughput rate. Figure 1 is a resolution contour plot of these data.The matrix 

is symmetric within a few tenths of an eV, which is expected since resolution should not depend on 

arrival order for each pair of intervals. For each diagonal entry, resolution improves as we move up or to 

the right (increasing the integration time toward the wider interval). 

 

Table 2 gives the probability of occurrence for each of the cells in Table 1 at an input count rate of 320 

kcps. The interval pair probability depends only on the input rate, regardless of the composition of the 

sample. At 320 kcps ICR and 38% dead time, nearly 27% of the X-rays fall in the upper right matrix cell 

with six times the integration period and 30 eV better resolution relative to the shortest filter, while 77% 

are measured with 2.4 uS integration on one side (top row or right column). 

 

The table sums to 1, and the lower-left entries are so small because the time bins are of unequal size. 

The rectangle with each diagonal entry at a lower left corner sums to the fraction of X-rays measured 

with that diagonal entry’s resolution or better. Since the input rates generated from the unknown and the 

standards will be different in general, the procedure for generating fitting standards uses the noise 

components derived from Table 1 with the probabilities of Table 2, which can be readily computed for 

any input count rate. 
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Table 1.  Al-K resolution vs. filter times.  Diagonal (shaded) entries are symmetric filtering.  Resolution improves 

above and to the right of each diagonal entry, as leading (row) or trailing (column) integration times increase.

Table 2.  Probability for measured X-rays falling into each cell in Table 1.

Figure 1.  Table 1 as resolution contour plot.
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